
Evidence of the corrupt police and street gang connection 

Local police at Tottenham Police Station are making 
the same gang signs as child prostitution gangs on 

the Broadwater Farm Estate 

On the 12th March 2021 I went in to Tottenham Police Station to hand in 
copies of Star Family News Issue 7 and The Little Red Book of Violence 
Reduction. I asked for the material to be passed on to Trident, the 
Commissioner’s Office and any police teams that deal with serious youth 
and gang related violence at the station. 
Officer Thomas NA1557 pictured left (reading SFN Issue 7) whom I 
believe to be racist could not confirm that he could pass any of the material 
on to any of the departments mentioned. 

Whilst admitting he “could” place the material in the 
internal mail at the station he refused, a request that I 
had previously made to Officer Singh (a Sikh Officer) 
and Officer Onka (a black Officer) who both advised 
that they could pass on the previous material with no 
issues.

I began to become suspicious of the reasons for his 
complete and utter refusal to pass the material on 
beyond the fact that the material evidences police 
corruption. During this encounter I called him a racist 
and whilst debating the reasons why he seemed unable 
to perform a simple request from a member of the 
public who was attempting to pass information 
contained in the newsletters and books that could save 
the lives of young people - Officer Ali appeared behind 
me issuing the gang sign you see pictured on the right.

For the video of the incident and: solid understanding 
of why violence is so high in London, an illustration of 
the attitude of local police in terms of teenage murder 
victims, please scan the code with your phone:

I have since learnt that this gang sign is the 
announcement of the intention of the 
person issuing it to use violence.

I first saw this sign made by a black male 
gang member on the Broadwater Farm 
Estate in 2017 who then attempted to 
attack me.



Whats good people?

The last six months have been eventful, I believe myself and a few 
people who support the work managed to get through a few 
attempts on our lives, I believe some were not as lucky and my 
thoughts and prayers are with them.

The Metropolitan Police have finally officially recognised receipt 
of the reports, letters and newsletters that I have handed in since 
2017 which is monumental! We survived all manners of tortures, 
abuses and poisoning but we made it.

All the material is officially currently being investigated by the Commissioner’s Office, CID, the 
Department of Professional Standards and Trident.

What has become glaringly obvious is that the child prostitution gangs in operation in London are 
working in direct collaboration with the Metropolitan Police. I mentioned the first time I saw the 
gang sign that Officer Ali is making was in 2017 on the Broadwater Farm Estate, I had at the time 
distributed a report on the police execution of Mark Duggan and was checking in with the local 
community for feedback. A senior gang member from the estate issued the same hand gesture to me 
then attempted to instigate a “rushing” attempt - where multiple attackers use violence on a target. I 
managed to navigate the situation and leave the scene, subsequently returning to resolve the issue 
without event. I have since become aware that the gang member in question is directly involved in the 
rape, torture and trafficking of children.

In context, on the 12th March 2021 I attempted to hand in information about these issues to 
Tottenham Police Station and was very surprised to see the same gang sign from a serving 
Metropolitan Police Officer. Far from providing support to a community member working to improve 
the condition of the community, it appeared he was more interested in instigating an act of violence 
against myself whilst I was talking to what a I suspect to be a racist Officer behind the station’s glass 
counter - i.e. I was not a physical threat to anyone nor did I infer violence or the threat of violence at 
any time. The issue as identified by Officer Ali was not the material I was handing in but the fact that 
I called a racist Officer a racist. The Macpherson Report found the Metropolitan Police to be 
institutionally racist and recommended that all instances of reported racism are to be investigated. I 
made multiple requests to make a complaint and speak to a superior at the station which were all 
denied - a clear contravention of the Macpherson Report recommendations.

In other news - I have updated my facial scarification in honour of my ancestors and as a protest 
against the forced affliction of queerification in my life. I am a straight man and only like women. 
Queers have been able to use an identity (dissociative identity disorder)  that was created through 
torture to sexually abuse. That abused person is not me. 

For more information please visit www.starfamilynews.com and scan the codes for SFN 7 and 
TLRBOVR

Much Love

Jason
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